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PreParation time: The ideal time to start is now: the sooner, the better . Most 
corporations are just starting their fiscal year budgets and can invest in Latino public 
radio stations . You just need to show them why it makes good business sense to invest .

nUmber of ServingS: Depends on your goal . Future Recetas will discuss how to 
set a realistic goal .

ingredientS: Before we begin, gather your thoughts about some of the key 
ingredients you need and may already have or how you will get what you’re missing .

1 . goal: Set your goal . Think about how many underwriting spots you would 
like to sell per month .

2 . who will be in charge of cooking the SoPa? Underwriting is part of the 
Development/Fundraising Department, so it’s logical that the Development 
Director or other Development Staff will be in charge . But sales of 
sponsorships is not a one person job . It is a collaborative effort between 
programming, membership, special events and the business office .

3 . who will the program appeal to? For these purposes there’s no such thing as 
too many cooks spoiling the SOPA . Current supporters, friends of your staff, 
your Board, sponsors, or just leave it open to everyone . The more, the merrier, 
and it is very good if it has a grapevine effect where word spreads among your 
community, so you will have more supporters .

4 . what do we know about underwriting? Evaluate yourself, your station and 
do some brainstorming . It is essential that the person assigned to this task 
starts to get ready for it .

Overview
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PreParation time: The amount of time it takes to get ready for your first sale 
depends on what ingredients you have on hand . Your SOPA can be a simple broth or a 
more elaborate sancocho .

nUmber of ServingS: Your goal should be determined by various factors: the 
number of listeners, web visitors, social media recipients you can “deliver”; how many 
announcements you can make for each program sponsor and what the cost is per 
announcement .

ingredientS: Below is a listing of los ingredientes esenciales  for a basic SOPA . 
Future installments of the Receta para Sabrosa SOPA will discuss each ingredient in 
greater detail . 

1 . Case Statement: It is necessary to clearly spell out the station’s mission, vision 
and values which make a case for support . The case statement becomes the 
stock, the caldo for a Sabrosa SOPA .

2 . Underwriting vs advertising: It is important to establish from the beginning 
the difference between the two because as a non-commercial station your 
SOPA cannot have advertisements in it .

3 . audience: Who does the station serve that they can share with the Program 
and Announcement Sponsors . How do you measure your audience? The 
Receta will share resources with you .

4 . Platform: Determine where and how you can make announcements on behalf 
of the program sponsor . On-air, website, social media, live remotes, special 
events, newsletters, 

5 . availabilities: How many announcements can be made in any one hour of 
your programming, at your special events, on the website, etc . Which are your 
more valuable hours?

1 Ingredientes 
Esenciales
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6 . effectiveness: You can determine how many messages a Program Sponsor 
should buy in order to get their message heard . We’ll share a formula with you 
so that sponsors get what they need .

7 . Price Point: How much will you charge for a Sponsorship package, an 
announcement on the website only, or for a title sponsorship of an event .

8 . Content of Sponsorship announcements: The FCC has some very clearly 
stated nebulous guidelines for non-commercial stations to follow so that their 
sponsorship announcements are not advertisements . This is such a gray area 
that it may take two or three Receta segments to discuss all the “what abouts .” 
Instead, rely on the NFCB listserv to test your copy . 

9 . media Kit: Presentation is everything . You must present your station and 
your audience in the best possible light . That means an on-line, downloadable 
media kit as well as professional “leave behinds” that are reminders of the oral 
presentation you make to potential clients .

10 . Staff team: The Underwriting Manager’s relationship with the Program 
Director, Web Master, Membership Director and everyone else in the station 
is of monumental importance .

11 . finding Sponsors: Matching the characteristics of potential Program 
Sponsors with the strengths of your station .

3
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ingredientS: The fastest way for a non-commercial station to ruin the SOPA is 
by putting in stuff that “no way, José” should ever be in it . You would never put bleach 
or gasoline in a caldo . Advertisements in your non-commercial SOPA can be just as 
lethal . 

1 .  what is Underwriting? The Communications Act governs all noncommercial 
stations . It requires that…
a) when a sponsor provides your noncommercial station with consideration 

(money, tickets to a concert, or providing janitorial services, etc) in 
exchange for transmitting any program matter,

b) your station must announce that programming was paid for or furnished 
by funds, goods or services provided by that sponsor . You don’t have to say 
what they provided, but you must announce that they support you .

2 .  what is advertising? Advertising, which is strictly forbidden on your non-
commercial station, is any message…
a) broadcast in exchange for remuneration . So far, this is exactly like 

underwriting but the critical difference is that advertising is
b) intended to 1) promote any service, facility or product offered by any 

person for profit or 2) to express the views of any person on any matter of 
public importance or interest or 3) to support or oppose any candidate for 
political office .

3 .  restriction: It’s All In the Wording . The Communication Act prohibits 
your station from advertising but requires you to identify sponsors, subject 
to certain restrictions . The difference between an announcement and an 
advertisement is in the wording . The A in SOPA stands for announcement 
(required by the FCC) not advertisement (forbidden by the FCC) .

4 .  guidelines: If your station has decided to engage in underwriting, you can 
make a Sabrosa SOPA, but be very careful when mixing the ingredients . You 
need to have station guidelines, a basic recipe for your SOPA that establishes 
rules, regulations and procedures . If you don’t have guidelines, research the 
topic .

2 Anuncio ¡Sí! 
Advertisement No!
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ingredientS: Make sure you have the ingredientes necesarios that will help you 
create your station guidelines of la Sabrosa SOPA . Remember that these are guidelines, 
which means they are not written in stone, but must be established and respected . Each 
station has their own, and each Chef can adapt them on a case by case basis . But your 
station’s SOPA Guidelines must follow these statutory rules .

1 .  YeS, you can say this in your sponsorship announcement:
a) name of the business
b) address
c) phone number
d) website
e) products or services including brand names, value-neutral descriptions of 

products and services, non-promotional slogan
f) historical information

2 .  no, don’t say this or your sponsorship announcement becomes an 
advertisement and you’ve ruined the SOPA:
a) personal promotional endorsements
b) comparative or qualitative language
c) price information
d) calls to action
e) inducements to buy

3 .  what is legal or illegal? There are so many shades of gray in the answer that 
we won’t try to be specific here . You should subscribe to the NFCB listserv 
because many of the conversations are about wording for underwriting 
messages . You can even post the announcements that you plan to run . 
The more you research the topic, the better . It will help you understand 
underwriting . Keep your Sabrosa SOPA simple by sticking to the basics . 

3 Rules & Reglas
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ingredientS: We’ve given you the basics of the SOPA but now you have to tailor 
it to your station’s likes and for it to be something that your community will consume . 
Everyone needs to eat but everyone has different tastes . You have to make a SOPA that 
your station strongly supports and feels good about offering it to as many people as 
possible . 

In mixing your SOPA determine the station’s policy, rules and regulations for each one 
of the following issues . You can also carve out and state the exceptions if any . Take your 
time and sift them carefully before mixing them with the other ingredientes .

•	 time of Spots: When can sponsorship announcements be made? Check with 
your Traffic and Programming Departments to determine at what time breaks 
are available and during which programs . 

•	 Length of Spots: How long will the spots last? Are 15, 30, and/or 45-second 
announcements allowed? Remember that the NPR Underwriting Rules and 
Regulations establish that an announcement of 60 seconds or more is a no-no 
because it can appear that your station is endorsing a promotion or service .

•	 frequency of the Spots: How many spots will be aired per day? Will a 
spot be aired, three, four times a day; less? More? Do you subscribe to the 
formula that can determine how many times a message should be repeated 
so that your listeners hear it . Research the FCC Rules and Regulations for 
Underwriting so you know what’s permitted and don’t end over promoting 
the sponsor .

•	 Underwriting on your website? Is your station willing to have this option? 
What restrictions will be established if any? Do you have the tools and 
personnel to develop it and make it work?

•	 who Can Underwrite/Sponsor a Program? Current supporters, friends of 
your staff, your Board of Directors, sponsors should all be told about your 
SOPA . The more, the merrier! Word about your SOPA can spread among your 
community via the grapevine . Can nonprofits sponsor paid PSA?

4 Al Gusto Tuyo
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•	 opening/Closing Statement: Are you going to use identical introductions for 
every spot? What will the wording be? Some examples: This program comes 
to you thanks to the support of . . .name of the sponsor . It is up to your station 
to decide which one is right for you .

•	 taped Spots? Is your station going to accept recorded spots? Are there any 
exceptions? NPR does not accept taped announcements but many public 
stations utilize them . Our recommendation is that you research the topic to 
determine how your station wants to address this issue . Below are some tips 
that can help you .

7
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PreParation time: If your Chef has not selected a Cooking Team, it’s time to do 
so, and this is definitely a process that requires your full attention . In this Receta you 
need to really think things through before mixing the ingredientes . 

ingredientS: Make sure you have the ingredientes necesarios that will help you 
continue creating your station Guidelines of la Sabrosa SOPA . The following is the 
basic information the SOPA Guidelines must contain .

CooKing method/ProCedUreS: Any good receta tells you how or the process 
for putting the ingredients together . This is true for the Receta para Sabrosa SOPA . 
Each station must establish procedures that define how the operation will function 
and who will be in charge of which task . Everybody must understand that the SOPA 
is a fundraising effort for the station and the additional revenue is always more than 
welcome .

Areas to consider: 

•	 Chef: Who is your designated Chef in charge of the operation? Is it the 
General Manager, the Development Coordinator or someone from the 
development staff? Your Chef assumes full responsibility for overseeing the 
SOPA and makes sure that the SOPA has the ingredientes esenciales, is at the 
right temperature and is presented beautifully .

•	 Copywriting: Who will write text/copy for the announcements or spots? This 
is an essential part of the procedures . This person will make sure the do’s of 
underwriting are in the sponsorship announcements and that the don’t’s are 
not . 

5 El Proceso
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•	 Production and post-production of the spots: If you have decided to allow 
recorded spots, who will record it and how long will it take to do it? The 
person in charge of this task will give life to the sponsor copy; will record it, 
and add all the necessary ingredientes to have the right flavor . Sometimes, 
depending on the station’s schedule it can take up to two days to complete 
this task . So take this into consideration when having your conversations with 
your sponsors .

•	 traffic: Once the spot is either recorded or typed out, who will program it 
and make sure the DJ knows when to play or say it? This task should always 
be done by the same person so there is a pattern in the way of doing it and 
mistakes avoided . If by any chance any announcements are missed, you 
should have a “make good” option to replace the missed spots on a schedule 
that the sponsor agrees to .

9
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CoSt Per Serving: How much will you charge for a serving of your SOPA? 
It depends on what a program sponsor/underwriter is having - the sancocho, the 
menudo, the caldo de camarones . Your Chef and cooking team have put together 
various choices, a menu of possibilities . 

ingredientS: The Tarifario/Rate Card is not written in stone, but it must be 
established and respected by station staff . Rates are unique to each station and each 
Chef will develop them according to their individual circumstances . The following 
steps will help you create a rate card that must be included in your SOPA Guidelines .

•	 Compare information & rates - Before you decide how much to charge, 
look at others . How much are stations that are in similar markets charging? 
How much are commercial stations in your market charging? Who can make 
announcements on these stations: Corporations? Non-profits? Individuals? 
Compare the length of the announcements . Are they 30, 45 or 60-second 
spots? After gathering all the necessary information, compare it to what you 
can offer and set your tarifas/rates . 

•	 evaluate your station’s options - Your Chef and Cooking Staff will define 
the time frames during which announcements may be made . They will also 
determine the cost of announcements during those time frames . For example, 
Prime Time at your station may be defined by your ratings or best-supported 
programs . It may be from 6am to 10am or at a time-period that has the 
largest audience . You should be open to have ROS as part of your options . 
Remember that these labels must be flexible so they can be adapted depending 
on audience growth . Some suggested labels are: Prime Time, ROS, Enhanced 
UW, and so on . 

•	 define targets - To whom are you selling your SOPA? The Chef and Cooking 
Staff can decide if your station prefers to have specific rates for each category: 
non-profits, corporations, individuals or if you prefer to have basic offers for 
everybody . There is not a tailor-made way of doing this . Each station does it 
differently and it can also expand along the way as you cultivate additional 
sponsors with different interests . 

6 Tarifario / Rate Card
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•	 Calculate and establish rates - Here is where your calculator really comes 
in handy . Decide if you will have rates only for the specified categories or if 
your station will offer packages and specials . It is always good to have several 
options so the sponsors can choose . Be ready to multiply or divide rates 
depending on the case and to apply your math skills . For example, let’s say 
you choose a $30 rate for a 30-second spot in Prime Time . If the sponsor 
has $300, this amount covers 10 spots . Or perhaps the sponsor wants to buy 
announcements in both the Prime Time and another time . Your calculator 
will help you make the right combination .

•	 make combinations & bonuses - Develop a proposal that presents budget 
options for the sponsor . For example, you can establish combinations from 
$100 up to $500, presenting the options for each combination . The alternatives 
will depend on your rates . 

•	 other aspects to consider - Is your station going to charge additional fees 
for copywriting services, production and post-production of the spots? If you 
decide to do so, this is the time to include that information in the rate card . 
And remember to stir well; you want to have a smooth and delicious SOPA .

•	 research - Visit the websites that we suggest in the Tips section to help you 
along the process . Also visit the LPRC website . There is the list of Latino 
Public Radio Stations with their contact information . You can visit their 
websites to see if they have a SOPA in place and what they offer . Also look at 
radio stations that are close to you . 

11
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ingredientS: Remember that el Tarifario es un ingrediente necesario for your 
station Guidelines of la Sabrosa SOPA . The following steps will help you continue 
creating the rate card, el Tarifario, that must be included in your SOPA Guidelines .

mix and Stir: Start mixing up the ingredientes for the SOPA rate card by 
developing a table that includes all the previous ingredientes . You already have a) 
sponsors you will  consider (corporations, non-profits, individuals, or any other); b) 
the spot lengths your station will be using (30, 45, 60 seconds or less); c) labels/names 
for your timeframes (Prime Time, ROS, Basic our Enhanced Underwriting, etc); d) rate 
options for the time frames; e) combinations or special offers including any bonuses; 
f) possible additional fees for the production and post-production services for creating 
the spots . Now let’s see what else you can add into an already delicious SOPA .

Other areas to consider:

•	 Social media - In the station Tarifario/Rate Card you can consider including 
rates for posts on Internet Website, Twitter, Facebook, or any other social 
media your station has available . Also you may have tarifas/rates for banners 
for your sponsors on the station’s Webpage . Since our technological world 
is evolving more each day, these options could be included to enhance your 
SOPA . Even though there are no restrictions for Internet posts, you must 
always consider your station’s MVV (Mission, Vision, and Values) and stick 
to them every time . Remember the Chef and Cooking Staff along with each 
person at your Latino Public Radio Station must always reflect your MVV . 

•	 Program interviews - Another thing you might include in the station 
Tarifario are interviews or program participation by your sponsors . Some 
stations do not include this because of their editorial policies . But if you 
do include it, make sure your station makes a pre-production script of the 
possible questions to ask . The Chef should have a meeting with the producer 
so they can review the script carefully using your SOPA Guidelines as a 
reference and keeping in mind the Do’s and Dont’s for Underwriting .

7 Más Tarifario /         
Rate Card
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•	 Program Spot acceptance - Some programs cannot accommodate spots . 
Oftentimes programs that are not locally produced either don’t have the 
breaks to include local spots or already come with announcements in the 
breaks as part of that program’s contract with their own sponsors . As a Chef 
you must be aware of this information before having conversations with your 
sponsors .

•	 be open to having new sponsors. Anyone can be a supporter and you must 
be ready for them . The more alternatives, the better SOPA you will have . 

•	 as a Chef it is important that you always keep in mind the service you 
provide and the importance of showing who you represent: your Latino Public 
Radio Station . So review and share with your Cooking Staff the station’s MVV, 
station’s highlights, goals and results . Emphasize to them the importance of 
your Outreach work . This will help you preserve community support and 
sponsors . As you know, they go together hand in hand .

13
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PreParation time: In the past Recetas you defined the Rules & Reglas of what 
can and cannot be said . In Al Gusto Tuyo you determined the length of spots and their 
duration/frequency . Then with El Proceso, you outlined the procedures your station 
will utilize and El Tarifario/Rate Card put a price on your station’s SOPA . So, it is time 
to mix all these ingredientes esenciales into one document to make unas deliciosas 
Guías for the Sabrosa SOPA .

ingredientS: For this step of the Receta para Sabrosa Sopa you should gather 
your station’s a) Mission, Vision, Values; b) the End of Year Report, c) the highlights 
of the station, and d) any other document that demonstrates your station’s community 
outreach . They are necessary to complete your station’s SOPA Guidelines .

•	 introduction - The length of the introduction to the SOPA guidelines is up 
to the Chef and your Cooking Staff, but we suggest one to two paragraphs . 
The introduction should answer the questions: Why is my public radio 
station important? What makes it different or what is so special about the 
work we do? Why is important to invest in us? What are the advantages of 
supporting the station? Answers will vary but each public radio station is very 
valuable because of the work they do and the wonderful things they offer the 
community they serve . 

•	 Proposal Letter with rate Card - The introduction for the SOPA Guidelines 
will help you write this letter . In a one-page document, highlight your station’s 
strengths and accomplishments and how they reflect your Mission, Vision 
and Values . Focus on your coverage area, your ratings and audience loyalty . 
Focus on those characteristics that make your station special and that make 
investing in public radio the best option . Also remember to include the rate 
card that has a complete menu of your services and the cost so sponsors/
underwriters are aware of all of their options . The Proposal will be very handy 
for guiding conversations or emails with sponsors . 

8 Guías
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•	 Contract or Letter of agreement - Decide how to seal the agreement with 
your sponsor . It is necessary to have a document that contains the essential 
information of what the station and SOPA participant have agreed upon 
- the number, frequency/schedule of spots and the cost . Some stations 
have a contract; others prefer a letter of agreement and still others favor 
a combination . Some include a table with the frequency that helps Traffic 
program the spots . If you have Legal Counsel, they can assist you in drawing 
up the necessary documents . Use the websites listed in the Tips section on 
page 24 . 

•	 Payment Policy - Each day our world moves towards processing everything 
electronically . The easier the payment options you offer sponsors, the more 
consumers you’ll have of your SOPA .
*  What methods of payments will be accepted? Credit cards, checks, 

electronic transfers, PayPal or others . Consult with the Finance/Accounting 
and Development Staff to see what payment methods are already available 
and what can be added . 

*  What terms of payment will be established? Do sponsors make a 
deposit before their sponsorship is acknowledged or is full payment due 
immediately after the announcements are made . Perhaps they have 30, 45, 
or 60 days before payment is considered late and interest is accrued .

15
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PreParation time: As a Chef you already completed one phase - the Guìas para 
una Sabrosa SOPA, (the Underwriting Guidelines) . Congratulations! Now it’s time to 
work on the Media Kit . 

The Media Kit lets people know the options, costs and benefits of your SOPA . Before 
you start compiling it, do some brainstorming . How is your station’s media kit going 
to spread the word about your SOPA? Will it be through one-on-one meetings with 
potential sponsors, current corporate donors or corporations closer to the station, 
making presentations to advertising agencies, or by allowing it to be downloaded from 
your station’s website?

The amount of time it takes to compile your station’s Media Kit depends on how 
simple or elaborate you want it to be . Remember that presentation is everything . How 
your Media Kit looks can make a powerful first impression or make your sales call an 
uphill climb . Use your station templates, logos, call letters and contact information so 
sponsors make an instant connection . For one-on-one meetings you may need printed 
materials, for agency presentations prepare a power point and make electronic versions 
of your Media Kit for your website and to disseminate via email .

ingredientS: You already have prepared all the ingredients essential to develop 
your station’s SOPA Media Kit .

•	 Support message: Based on your station’s Mission, Vision and Values develop 
a message soliciting support in one to two paragraphs; the briefer, the better . 

•	 guia/SoPa guidelines: The do & don’ts, the will and won’ts, the can and 
can’ts and the cost of your station’s underwriting program .

•	 ratings: Some stations can get this information, others can not . But everyone 
has stories about the loyalty of their listeners and how the station ranks with 
their audiences .

9 Media Kit
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•	 radio Coverage: Your engineer can provide you with a map of your broadcast 
area . While it is important to note that not every single person living in the 
broadcast area listens to your station, it does indicate your geographical 
reach and what your potential is . If you stream on the web, your potential is 
augmented beyond your geographical reach but your audience measurement 
becomes more challenging .

•	 Program Schedule: Your sponsors need to know what you play so they can 
assess whether the type of person that listens to your format might use their 
product or service . The consumer habits of a classical music listener in Puerto 
Rico can be quite different from that of a farmworker in California .

•	 demographic or anecdotal description of your audience: Tell potential 
sponsors what you know about your audience and how you know it . Age 
range, ethnic breakdown, loyalty to the station and what they care about are 
all important things to know . Did you get the information from the Census 
Bureau, the RRC, or from interacting with your audience during pledge drive? 

•	 testimonials/Success Stories: Quote past or current sponsors about how 
well the SOPA program works for them . Did their business increase because 
people love that they support the station? Did they get that great feeling that 
comes with working with an institution as important as your station?

•	 end of Year report: While it can contain many of the highlights of the 
station, the Report should more formally include your financial status, 
governing structure and administrative protocols . This should also be on your 
website

17
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PreParation time: It all depends on how narrowly or broadly you want the 
information disseminated . The more media platforms you use, the better . Our world 
has evolved in a way where social media is a key support of Planes Promocionales .

ingredientS: For this Receta you must have in place your station’s SOPA Media 
Kit to use as your ingrediente principal . Your cooking staff will outline your marketing 
targets and processes that include 1) probable sponsors; 2) actual and potential 
marketing venues for your station: air promotion, website, social media, events, etc; 3) 
the necessary tools or personnel to pursue them; 4) the budget that is available .

PotentiaL SPonSorS: The purpose of the station’s marketing campaign is to 
get people to consume your SOPA . To determine the target of your marketing efforts, 
profile the people who are potential clients . They are those who support the mission 
and values of the station; those whose business and products appeal to your listeners; 
those who want to define an affinity between your programming format and their 
services . Develop a marketing campaign that delivers universal messages but can also 
be tailored to specifically appeal to certain segments .

aCtUaL & PoSSibLe marKeting venUeS: How are you going to do this? You 
already have the support message so now you must decide where and how to promote 
your SOPA . . 

•	 air Promotion - The biggest resource you have is your own air . If you truly 
believe announcements on your station are essential to a sponsor’s marketing 
plan, then your broadcast platform is vital to promote your SOPA . Prepare 
an on-air promotional spot that includes a brief support message, contact 
information, email and website where sponsors can get more information . If 
you have a copywriter in your station, they can definitely help you with this . It 
is best to have two or three different versions to address the different segments 
of your audience . For example if your station has a Spanish-language format 
but airs a one-hour English-language show, you should record a message 
in English for that program and another one in Spanish to run during the 
Spanish programs . The more targets you reach, the better .

10 SOPA al Mercado/
Plan Promocional
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•	 Power Point - Because presentation is everything, your power point should 
be polished and professional and put your station in the best possible light . 
You can use this power point to make presentations to advertising agencies, 
corporations, workshops or community gatherings . 

•	 email - Prepare an email that contains your SOPA options and includes the 
letter of appeal and rate card . Have it in the Draft section of your email, so 
it will be available when needed . You can send a mass email and also mail it 
directly to individual contacts/leads with a personal message .

•	 media Kit and flyer - Your media kit can be left or mailed to potential 
sponsors but create a mass marketing tool -a flyer or brochure- that 
summarizes the media kit . The flyer can be distributed at community events, 
included in membership mailings, posted on bulletin boards, etc .

•	 website - Another way to reach sponsors is to create a tab in your station’s 
website that contains your support message, the letter information, rate card, 
and SOPA options . 

•	 Social media - Develop a social media plan that promotes not only the 
station but specifically your SOPA . Maximize your options: Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and others .

•	 other - Consider billboards, buses, television, bench ads, taxicabs, direct 
mailings and many, many other venues .

tooLS & PerSonneL: A number of people including the program director, 
membership and development director were involved in creating the SOPA and 
now the marketing director needs to be engaged . The marketing team can include a 
copywriter, graphics and design coordinator . At your station is this a number of people 
or one person wearing many hats? Remember that together, you can achieve more .

bUdget: The size of your budget determines how extensive your marketing plan 
can be . Of course, the most logical and least expensive marketing tool is your own 
broadcast air . Beyond that, ascertain costs ascertain what will yield the greatest results . 
You need the most cost effective marketing path to get the word out about your SOPA .
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PreParation time: Take as much time as you need to prepare for your first 
approach to a posible auspiciador/sponsor .

ingredientS: For this Receta you must match the characteristics of potential SOPA 
sponsors with the strengths of your station . 

•	 brainstorm: Who can be a sponsor? Think about your station’s target 
audience . Which businesses are interested in reaching that target? Whose 
products or services align with the interests of your audience? Which are the 
businesses that are close to you?

•	 make a List: Meeting with key people can help you collect information, make 
recommendations and develop a list of potential auspciadores/sponsors . 

o Development Director and Development Staff - find out what businesses or 
corporations already sponsor special events, donate services or premiums 
for membership drives, are members, etc . 

o Station General Manager and other Department Staff - remember the more 
information you gather, the better for your list . Do not be afraid to ask; 
everyone knows someone that can be a sponsor . 

o Board of Directors & CAB - if you are a community-licensed station 
with a Board of Directors and Community Advisory Board, meet with 
them . Explain your SOPA and Marketing Plan using your power point 
presentation . Ask them to collaborate with you in obtaining prospects .

o Major Donors who are individual supporters but are part of corporations 
may be willing participate in the SOPA . They may also refer you to others 
in their industry or business circles that can help .

o Business Leaders - you may know or be referred to business leaders 
who are not yet supporters of the station . After you make a presentation 
to them, end your meeting by asking for the names of other potential 
participants in your SOPA .

11 Seeking Sponsors / 
Auspiciadores
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o Potential Sponsors - brainstorm on your own by looking at ads in 
newspapers, other media, billboards, and the phone book (yes, they still 
exist) . If any business there is a potential match to the interests of your 
audience, add them to the list .

•	 research Your List: From all the information you gathered, make a prospect 
list for your SOPA . You should have a large number of contacts so put them 
in priority order, from most to least likely, hottest to coldest . Information is 
power so research each prospect before you contact them . It is vital to have all 
the correct, complete contact information . Visit their websites, google them 
and familiarize yourself with their products or services . Use a database to keep 
track of their sponsorship history, your outreach, etc . There are programs 
available, some stations use customize their membership data programs, other 
use Excel spreadsheets . Tracking data will help you develop future strategies . 

•	 Set a goal: When you establish a goal, it must be realistic, something you can 
achieve and it must be measureable . From the list of potential sponsors, set a 
goal . Let’s say you are going to make 5 calls per week, 3 visits per month, send 
2 emails weekly, or a combination of them . Or you can establish a monthly 
monetary goal based on a realistic assessment of your sales potential and how 
much revenue a spot can generate .

•	 develop Strategies: How will you work to meet the goal? For example, if you 
are going to make 3 visits per month: 1) Are you making a schedule? 2) Are 
you requesting appointments through telephone calls or emails? 3) Where 
are you meeting them – at their office or giving them a tour at the station?             
4) Do you need your General Manager in the meeting? 5) What are you going 
to present to your sponsor? There is no one way of doing this . Just utilize a 
structure that works for you and your station .
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It is time to enjoy the Sabrosa SOPA with your first sponsor! Llegó la hora de disfrutar 
la Sabrosa SOPA con el primer cliente! You have prepared all the ingredientes carefully 
and you are now ready to set the table for your first client meeting . 

•	 Plan: Gather your Cooking Staff and plan the meeting . Make a simple outline 
of the way you would like the appointment to proceed and what outcome 
you would like . If you are the only chef, maybe you can collaborate with the 
General Manager and ask him/her to meet with your potential client . If you 
need other staff members to be on-call for your meeting, let them know so 
they can be available .

•	 accessorize: What do you need to have a good meeting? To enhance your 
meeting you have several options 1) make an oral presentation that outlines 
the station’s support messages and outlines the station’s highlights 2) present 
your power point 3) give the potential SOPA participant a tour of the station 
4) give them a copy of the Media Kit or 5) combine some or all of these 
options . Decide which one works best for you . Whatever you utilize should 
add some magic to his/her experience and give them a better understanding 
of how things work . 

•	 research: All sponsors are different . Research your potential auspciador/
sponsor beforehand . If he/she works in a corporation, find out what their role 
or special responsibilities are . Ask them about their personal interests . Show 
genuine interest in them and their needs .

•	 gather: Make sure you have all the necessary documents in place: the SOPA 
Guidelines, the Media Kit, the station’s program schedule, the ratings, the 
radio coverage, your station’s end of year report, the demographic description 
of your audience, the power point presentation, the testimonials or success 
stories . Remember to have copies of the media kit for your sponsor and the 
other meeting participants . Be prepared to offer them water or coffee .

12 El Primer Cliente
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•	 Practice: Give action to your meeting plan! Practice your support message 
and your meeting outline . Also, make sure you understand the documents 
you will be handing your sponsor . Go over them carefully and if you have 
any questions, this is the time to clarify them .

•	 enjoy: Enjoy the fruit of all your hard work and use your sales calls to make 
new friends . This is a business meeting but feel comfortable . You have all 
the necessary ingredientes to present your SOPA to a sponsor . It will be a 
delicious success! 

•	 dress for Success: Remember you represent the station and should dress 
appropriately for a business meeting . You only have one chance to make a 
good first impression so how you present yourself is always important .
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Tips
•	 If	your	station	is	a	small	one,	maybe	one	person	can	

be in charge of two tasks or they can be divided . The 
important thing is to define who does what by using 
position titles, not people’s names, when writing the 
station’s SOPA procedures document . People come and 
go or change positions . You want the document to be 
evergreen . 

•	 Several	websites	offer	valuable	information	on	
Underwriting . 

www .nfcb .org 
www .npr .org 
www .fcc .gov
www .majorgivingnow .org

•	 Subscribe	to	underwriting	discussions	to	learn	what	
other stations are doing . 

 The link is: www .nprstations .org/login .cfm .

•	 Participate	in	the	NFCB	listserv!	Many	of	the	
conversations are about wording for underwriting 
messages . Latino stations have access to the NFCB 
listserv because of a partnership between NFCB and 
LPRC . For information on accessing the listserv contact 
LPRC (Ileana@latinopublicradioconsortium .org) . 
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